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Overview 
 
In looking forward to its 100th anniversary in 2016, the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 

(GSAS) adopted a set of 5-year goals for the period from 2011 to 2016. These goals, which have now 
guided the school for two years, share an underlying theme:  GSAS aims to be strategic in making 
decisions and developing partnerships that will help students, faculty, alumni, programs, and the school to 
be productive and effective in realizing personal and program missions in the upcoming decades.  The 
theme of strategically-oriented action is evident at the local level (e.g., students preparing for the job 
market and learning to teach in the Jesuit tradition through specially designed pedagogy programs) as 
well as the school-level (e.g., in GSAS’s choices for international collaborations).  The theme also 
encompasses departmental excellence achieved through careful assessment.  The ultimate objective of 
such strategic decision making and partnering is to achieve the vision of Toward 2016, namely, to build 
the reputation and prominence of GSAS and its programs among Catholic institutions. 

Goal: Generate new and strengthen current distinctive, timely and mission-appropriate programs. 

While considering carefully which and how many new programs to develop, GSAS moved forward 
with the launch of the MA in International Humanitarian Action and received state approval of three  
associated advanced certificates.  GSAS balanced this international effort with local partnerships 
supporting new or potential programs.  Under a partnership with Primary Stages, Fordham’s current 
theater expertise will expand to the graduate level by the launch of the MFA in Playwriting.  Working 
with a partner in the Bronx Science Consortium, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, GSAS has 
developed and secured internal approval of the proposed joint Einstein-Fordham MS in Biomedical 
Sciences. 

Distinctive, timely and mission-appropriate programs will make strategic sense only if the quality 
of incoming students remains outstanding.  For fall 2011, overall PhD selectivity stayed solid at 13%, and 
four PhD programs (Clinical Psychology, English, Philosophy, and Theology) met the selectivity target of 
20% (only one in five applicants was offered admission).  Five Master's programs met the selectivity 
target of 50% (Biological Sciences, Economics, Ethics and Society, IPED, and Sociology).  The overall 
yield (percentage of students accepting admission offers) of 48% from offers of PhD admission in 2012 
came close to meeting the 50% target; six programs met the 50% target.  Responses from PhD applicants 
who turned down admission offers indicated that Fordham’s student health insurance program is not on a 
par with those of its aspirant or even its peer schools.  Two of the newer GSAS MA programs, Ethics and 
Society and Urban Studies, achieved very high yields from their offers of admission:  88% and 74% 
respectively, indicating that GSAS has found market niches in both areas.  The profile for the fall 2012 
cohort continues this promising trend, with the PhD GRE percentiles staying firm at the 90th percentile 

for verbal scores and both doctoral and master’s selectivity being the strongest in several years. 
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The number of registered credits in academic year 2011-2012 remained robust, exceeding the 
budgeted amount by 6.6%.  Taken as a group, the master's programs launched in the last three years 
showed a 36% increase in the number of students and a 23% increase in the number of credits.  The credit 
growth was most notable in Latin American and Latino Studies (up 66%) and Urban Studies (up 57%).  
Enrollment in PhD programs has been essentially stable for the last three years, with some variations 
among departments.  For example, Biology had a 49% increase in registered credits.   

GSAS is conducting more market research to identify appropriate pools of potential students and is 
working with departments to advertise to these populations.  Similar research is being conducted to verify 
which new programs show promise for a prospective market.  A marketing plan connected print and 
electronic advertisement to a newly designed web page for Elections and Campaign Management.  GSAS 
continued blogging and posting to Facebook, which brought a solid following, as well as spikes occurring 
in connection with the postings of GSAS event pictures.  Using results from Google Analytics, graduate 
assistants are updating department and program websites.  

Information needed for marketing programs is also derived from assessment projects targeted at 
alumni. Many of the GSAS assessment projects feeding into the Periodic Review Report for the Middle 
States Commission on Higher Education (MSCHE) focused on the intersection of expertise gained in 
courses currently offered with the job placement and skills needed by graduates of GSAS.  In 2011-2012, 
GSAS transitioned to more independent reporting of assessment by departments, and 32 out of 43 
programs (75%) submitted some form of assessment report or plan.  The need for more detailed 
information from recent graduates, identified during the MSCHE assessment effort, is the target of new 
and ongoing assessment projects by many departments.  Presentations of the GSAS approach to 
assessment to the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS) and the Association of Jesuit Colleges and 
Universities were positively reviewed, and encore presentations at MSCHE and CGS will occur in 2012-
2013. 

Goal: Cultivate the academic and professional development of students. 

GSAS distributed merit-based financial aid of $8.2 million in stipends, fellowships and 
supplements, and $7.4 million in tuition scholarships to GSAS students, with 54% of matriculated GSAS 
students receiving some type of merit-based financial aid award.  Increases in aid were targeted to 
English, Philosophy and Theology to support full funding of the doctoral programs; to English, Biology 
and Psychology to support increased undergraduate instructional needs; and to IPED for summer support.  
External research funding provided approximately $300,000 in stipends and $100,000 in partial tuition 
scholarships to 17 students, primarily in Psychology.  The 23 students who received Fulbright, Muskie, or 
Coverdell (Peace Corps) Fellowships received matching tuition scholarships totaling more than $500,000. 

Support for summer projects and contributions to student health insurance premiums were key 
components of the financial aid strategy for this year.  For summer 2012, summer stipends were granted 
to 38 students, a 138% increase over their number in summer of 2011.  Overall summer support increased 
over the previous year by almost 45%.  This increase was primarily the result of the new McCloskey 
Fellowships awarded to 15 students.  These fellowships were created by the Graduate Student Association 
(GSA) and named in honor of Fordham’s first President, the Rev. John Cardinal McCloskey.  GSA 
funded half of the fellowships from its budget and challenged alumni to match its contributions.   
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In the current year, GSAS awarded approximately $250,000 in financial aid specifically to 
subsidize the participation of students receiving financial aid stipends in Fordham’s student health 
insurance program.  Student health insurance costs surged 23% this year over premiums in 2010-2011 and 
will continue to increase next year as a result of new federal mandates and expanded coverage suggested 
by the American College Health Association.  To address health care head-on, GSAS connected with 
Student Affairs, Government Relations, and Treasury Operations to aid in selection of a vendor for 
student health insurance.  GSAS is committed to maintaining and increasing the support for students in 
need of insurance.  Several of Fordham’s direct competitors offer health insurance packages more 
attractive to applicants, and this insurance gap has contributed to the loss of top applicants to other 
universities.   

GSAS expanded the series of professional development workshops, in part by working with Career 
Services to develop appropriate programs to enhance the competitiveness of graduate students (both 
master's and PhD’s) for available jobs.  This year, GSAS offered 14 professional development workshops 
with a total attendance of over 300 students.  The six Career Services workshops, designed to improve 
students’ skills, such as networking and interviewing, attracted 65 attendees. 

Thanks to new programs at both department and school levels, GSAS students took part in a 
variety of valuable experiences preparing them to be professionals in their fields, and contributing to their 
success and visibility outside of Fordham.  GSAS students continued their tradition of outstanding 
external achievements, receiving 75 prestigious national and international awards, including 13 in 
Biological Sciences and 11 each in English and IPED.  The awards include the Boren Fellowship to 
Brazil awarded to Jonathan Clay (IPED), the Boren Fellowship to Israel awarded to Batya Rotter 
(Psychology), the Harvard University/Dumbarton Oaks Summer Fellowship awarded to Matthew Briel 
(Theology), and the Fulbright ETA to Thailand awarded to Alexandra DeBlock (Political Science).  IPED 
students were successful at securing a new type of Fulbright, with both Katie Jajtner and Emily 
MacGruder receiving offers of Fulbright Public Policy Fellowships.  Five GSAS students received grants 
from the Folger Institute.  Compared to AY 2010-11, GSAS students saw a 21% increase in publications 
and a 45% increase at presentations in national/international conferences. Across all programs, 23% of 
GSAS students had at least one achievement (fellowship, publication or presentation). 

Goal: Actualize the potential for success in external partnerships and collaborations with other 
Fordham units. 

Fulfilling GSAS goals by partnering with external institutions locally and globally, GSAS provided 
essential support for the University’s partnership initiatives and continued to develop its own strategically 
positioned alliances outside of the university.  Locally, GSAS supported the development of the Bronx 
Science Consortium, expanding on bilateral work with partners in the consortium.  A GSAS associate 
dean synthesized the activities with partner institutions to date, developed a vision for future multi-lateral 
collaborative efforts, and suggested additional initiatives to shape Fordham’s approach to the Bronx 
Science Consortium.  

Beyond the Bronx, GSAS is partnering with New York City science institutions, and six GSAS 
students have co-mentors from these science institutions.  In collaboration with the Central Park Zoo (part 
of the Wildlife Conservation Society, parent of the Bronx Zoo), GSAS launched a new program in Urban 
Ecology and Sustainability and offered two joint lectures.   
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GSAS is working with the SUNY Stony Brook School of Journalism and faculty in Fordham’s 
theater program  to develop Communicating Scholarship programs at Fordham.  A 3-hour workshop for  
undergraduate interns at Calder Center served as a pilot for the program in summer 2011.  Because of the 
success of the pilot, GSAS offered two workshops to graduate students during 2011-2012 and contracted 
with SUNY Stony Brook to lead workshops at GSAS orientation in 2012. 

GSAS is also developing international experiences for its programs and students.  The NGO 
partnership program, begun last year, continued this year thanks to a gift from Santander Universities.  
Three GSAS students are interning in Guatemala with the Free Cities Institute, an NGO founded to 
promote, develop, and support free city projects around the world.  GSAS enlarged its partnership with 
Spanish Jesuit universities to include activities in ethics, welcoming a faculty member funded by the 
Aristos Mundos collaboration to the HIV Research Ethics Training Workshop offered by the Center for 
Ethics Education (CEE) last summer.   

GSAS expanded opportunities within the Fordham-Pretoria partnership.  A portion of the grant 
from Santander Universities is supporting the summer 2012 participation of a researcher from the 
University of Pretoria (UP) in the CEE HIV Research Ethics Training Workshop.  GSAS worked with 
Foundation Relations and the Center for Contextual Ministry at UP to secure funding from the F.I.S.H. 
Foundation that will support exchange activities between the UP Faculty of Theology and Fordham’s 
Department of Theology.  

Focusing on partnerships within the university, GSAS worked collaboratively to set priorities for 
the development and launch of Fordham’s Center for Community-Engaged Research (CCER).  Under a 
commitment of funding through June 2014 from the GSAS annual fund, the Provost authorized the hiring 
of a director for CCER and provided partial funding for spring 2012. GSAS faculty from a variety of 
departments participated in steering committee deliberations and collectively identified a mission and 
vision for the Center.   

GSAS also actively participated in shaping a vision for the Calder Center.  Under the leadership of 
Br. James Ligori, a group of scientists produced a business plan for the Calder Center and suggestions for 
the future of Calder to capitalize on newly available resources (e.g., facilities, proximity to Fordham 
Westchester).  The plan involves renovation of existing facilities and construction of additional 
laboratories to increase professional development of graduate students, quality of faculty research, and 
opportunities for involvement of undergraduate students for Fordham College at Rose Hill (FCRH) and 
Fordham School of Professional and Continuing Studies (FSPCS). 

To support internal partnerships, GSAS initiated the process of review of budget issues and 
initiatives by the GSAS Deans Budget Planning Committee (DBPC) and took part in the Arts and 
Sciences Budget Planning Committee.  The DBPC reviewed the budget initiatives submitted to GSAS by 
programs and provided feedback to the Dean, which guided GSAS in the process of ranking these 
initiatives under the process established by the Provost.  Three GSAS initiatives, namely the upgrades of 
positions of both the IPED administrative assistant and Center for Medieval Studies Assistant Director, 
and the transfer of expenses for the Calder Assistant Director from the GSAS and FCRH Annual Funds, 
were approved for full funding support. 
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The request for programmatic support and operational funding for the Center for Ethics Education 
and the MA in Ethics and Society was approved for funding using the additional revenue to be generated 
by the activities of the initiative.  The tie between revenue and funding is an exciting development as it 
allows GSAS to think entrepreneurially about new program development.  The process to approve such 
programs has been clarified and is being applied to three other initiatives submitted last fall: the Center 
for Community-Engaged Research, the Psychological Services Center, and the New York Institute for 
Medieval Philosophy (NYIMP).  

GSAS DBPC urged a review of allocation of revenue and expenses associated with undergraduate 
instruction by GSAS students, under the school-based budget model.  A model proposed by the DBPC, 
whereby tuition scholarships awarded to GSAS students with duties in undergraduate instruction are 
partially allocated to the undergraduate schools, was adopted.  Working with the executive director for 
academic planning and budgets, the new GSAS budget and planning administrator examined the 
application of the school-based budget model to new programs to refine the process for new program 
approval.   

GSAS alumni were instrumental in supporting the career aspirations and successes of the school’s 
current students.  In 2011-2012, GSAS hosted two major events involving alumni participation:  a lecture 
on the globalization of healthcare by Mr. Joseph Pieroni, GSAS ’71 (which drew an audience of 85 
students) and a two-day symposium on teaching at community colleges, which featured GSAS alumni 
with distinguished careers in community colleges.  GSAS drew substantial audiences for other alumni 
events, including the fall 2011 Gannon Lecture by Ellen Hancock, GSAS, ’67, the Economics Roundtable 
and Communitas, which included the spring 2012 Gannon Lecture by Dr. Kamal Azari, GSAS ’88, and 
his mentor, Dr. John Entelis.  GSAS secured approval for and launched the Orthodox Christian Studies 
Center.  This center is already supported by more than $2.5 million in gifts and pledges, with endowments 
for the Archbishop Demetrios Chair in Orthodox Theology and Culture and The Solon and Marianna 
Patterson Triennial Conference for the Theological and Historical Examination of the Orthodox/Catholic 
Dialogue.  Additional gifts to GSAS included $279,464 raised for the annual fund, a 43% increase over 
this time last year and a total $873,560 raised for GSAS, a 72% increase over this time last year, from a 
total of 1,095 donors.  Alberto Sanchez, a member of the GSAS Advisory Board, was instrumental in 
securing $300,000 over three years from Santander Universities.  Two members of the GSAS Advisory 
Board were invited to join the President’s Council:  Mary Ann Bartels and Alberto Sanchez.   

Thanks to alumni giving and faculty expertise, GSAS students were able to reach higher levels of 
success than ever before.  GSAS strategic initiatives in budgeting, program development, professional 
preparation of students, market analyses, and assessment, supported by development of internal 
collaborations and external partnerships, have already strengthened GSAS and will continue to do so in 
the coming years.  GSAS students can expect to receive not only world-class training in their chosen 
disciplines but also grounding in the tradition of Jesuit education and pedagogy; GSAS is a vibrant 
academic community that encourages students to question their motivations and develop new knowledge 
and advanced skills in service of social justice and of others.  In 2012-2013 GSAS is excited to embark on 
the process of re-envisioning its destiny as a school that will enrich the lives of future generations. 

Note:  All numbers, statistics, and dollar amounts were current as of June 18, 2012 and do not reflect final, year-end numbers. 
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FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 
ANNUAL REPORT—STRATEGIC PLAN REPORT 

 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 2011-12 

        
Unit ___Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (GSAS)_______________________________________________ 
 
Reporting Individual ___Nancy A. Busch, Dean__________________________________ 
 

 

 GSAS demonstrated continued improvements in admissions and enrollment.  Application 
numbers continued to be strong, allowing GSAS programs to be selective in their admissions.  
For fall 2011 overall PhD selectivity remained solid at 13%.  PhD matriculates had median 
GRE scores at the 90th percentile for verbal and 67th percentile for quantitative scores.  The 
overall yield of 48% from offers of PhD admission came close to meeting the 50% target; six 
programs met the 50% target.  Two recently launched MA programs, Ethics and Society and 
Urban Studies, achieved very high yields from their offers of admission: 88% and 74% 
respectively.  Responses from applicants who turned down the admission offers indicated that 
Fordham’s student health insurance program is not on par with those of its aspirant or even its 
peer schools.   

 Number of registered credits in academic year 2011-2012 remained robust, with the number of 
registered credits exceeding the budgeted amounts by 6.6%.  Overall, the master’s programs 
launched in the last three years showed a 36% increase in the number of students and a 23% 
increase in the number of credits.  The credit growth was most notable in Latin American and 
Latino Studies (up 66%) and Urban Studies (up 57%).   

 GSAS students continued their tradition of outstanding external achievements, receiving 75 
prestigious national and international awards, including 13 in Biological Sciences, and 11 each 
in English and IPED.  Compared to AY 2010-11, the number of publications, 46, increased 
21% and the number of national/international presentations, 133, was a 45% increase; these 
activities were supported in part by GSAS research support grants of $29,000 and Graduate 
Student Association (GSA) travel reimbursements of $34,000. 

 Distributed merit-based financial aid of $8.2 million in stipends, fellowships and supplements 
and $7.4 million in tuition scholarships to GSAS students. 54% of matriculated GSAS 
received some type of merit based financial aid award.  External research funding provided 
approximately $300,000 in stipends and $100,000 in partial tuition scholarships to 17 students, 
primarily in Psychology.  The 23 students who received Fulbright, Muskie, or Coverdell 
(Peace Corps) Fellowships received matching tuition scholarships from GSAS totaling more 
than $500,000.  For summer 2012, summer stipends were granted to 38 students, a 138% 
increase over the number in summer of 2011, primarily the result of new McCloskey 
Fellowships. The Graduate Student Association funded this award, named for Fordham’s first 
president, and challenged alumni to match their contributions.   

 Initiated process of review of budget issues and initiatives by the GSAS Deans Budget 
Planning Committee (DBPC) and the Arts and Sciences Budget Planning Committee.  A 
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model from GSAS DBPC of partial allocation of tuition scholarships for GSAS students 
involved in instructional duties to the undergraduate colleges was adopted. 

 Began implementation of a revised teaching/mentoring credit policy by collaborating with 
Enrollment Services to identify screens/tables in Banner for storing key information for 
graduate programs, such as dissertation mentors and readers.   

 Presented Fordham GSAS assessment process to Council of Graduate Schools (CGS) and 
AJCU Grad Deans meeting, reaching 100 individuals.  Focused assessment within programs 
on making program goals visible and relating them to expected learning objectives. 

 Offered 14 professional development workshops with a total attendance of over 300 students.  
Six of the workshops were led by Career Services and had 65 attendees that increased students' 
skills in areas such as networking and interviewing. 

 Placed pictures and information highlighting student and faculty achievements on the GSAS 
home web page, blog entries and Facebook resulting in solid following as well as spikes in 
followers occurring in connection with the postings of GSAS event pictures. 

 Welcomed a faculty member from the collaboration of the Spanish Jesuit Universities to the 
Center for Ethics Education (CEE) training institute and expanded CEE outreach to the 
University of Pretoria (UP) under a grant.  The Fordham-Pretoria partnership also expanded to 
permit study in GSAS by a UP History student and obtaining funding to support exchanges in 
Theology.   

 Supported development of Bronx Science Consortium expanding on bilateral work with 
partners of consortium. GSAS Associate Dean synthesized the activities to date with partner 
institutions, developed vision for future multi-lateral collaborative efforts, and suggested 
additional initiatives to shape Fordham’s approach to the Bronx Science Consortium. 

 Continued to partner with NYC sciences institutions, with six GSAS students having co-
mentors from these institutions. Completed internal process for new program proposal 
approval for MS in Biomedical Sciences to be offered jointly with Albert Einstein College of 
Medicine.  Offered two joint lectures in new Urban Ecology and Sustainability series at 
Central Park Zoo (part of WCS).   

 Worked with SUNY Stony Brook School of Journalism and faculty in Fordham’s theatre  
program to develop programs at Fordham to improve students’ skills in communicating about 
their scholarship. Offered two workshops and contracted with members of the SUNY Stony 
Brook School of Journalism to lead communication workshops at GSAS orientation.  

 Worked collaboratively to set priorities for development and launch of Fordham’s Center for 
Community-Engaged Research.  GSAS annual fund provide most of the funding to hire a 
director and GSAS faculty from a variety of departments participated in steering committee 
deliberations and collectively identified a mission and vision for the Center.   

 Shaped a vision for the Calder Center. Under the leadership of Br. James Ligori, an ad hoc 
group of scientists and students produced a business plan for Calder Center and suggestions 
for the future of Calder to capitalize on newly available resources (e.g., from facilities) and the 
proximity to Fordham Westchester.   
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FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 
ANNUAL REPORT—STRATEGIC PLAN REPORT 
 2011-12 

 
Due to School Dean/Director 30 May 2012    |    to Vice President:  30 June 2012  |   from Vice President to President: 5 August 2012 

 
Unit _____Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (GSAS)_______ 
 
Reporting Individual ____Nancy A. Busch, Dean________ 

 

 

Section I:  Completed and Continuing Goals 
 
Note:  Unless stated otherwise, all numbers, percentages and dollar amounts are current as of June 18, 2012 and do not reflect 
final, year-end totals. 

 

Goal 1:  Generate new and strengthen current distinctive, timely, and mission-
appropriate graduate programs. 
 

Supports: 
Toward 2016, Supporting Initiative II:  Promote excellence in graduate education. 

New Program Development  
Actions: 
 Launched MA in International Humanitarian Action (MIHA) and assumed responsibility for the 

International Diploma in Humanitarian Assistance (which had been administered by the Center for 
International Humanitarian Cooperation). 

 Completed internal approval process for new program proposal for MS in Biomedical Sciences to be 
offered jointly with Albert Einstein College of Medicine (AECOM).  

 Launched MFA program in Playwriting through creation of appropriate web pages, letters from the 
Director, and magazine advertising. 

 Began implementation of a revised teaching/mentoring credit policy.  

Results:   
 Announced the MIHA program to 1500 alumni of the Institute for International Humanitarian 

Affairs, admitted 17 students to the program and generated 40 credits.  Received state approval for 
three advanced certificates associated with the MA:  the original International Diploma in 
Humanitarian Assistance and the modules focusing on operations and management; state approval is 
pending for the module in leadership. 

 Proposal for the joint Einstein-Fordham MS in Biomedical Sciences was approved by Biology 
faculty, Graduate Council, and Arts and Sciences Deans.   

o The approval was the result of weekly meetings with Einstein to cover all areas where mutual 
agreement and joint procedures were necessary.  This included meetings regarding psychological 
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and logistical support for students (e.g., HEOP), recruitment, and admissions and academic 
records (a 25-member group). 

o The budgets working group is continuing to develop a procedure for income (donations, state and 
federal sources), flow-through, revenue and payments. 

o Frequent meetings with Biology faculty and Provost-area staff allowed concerns to be addressed 
and a broad range of ideas to be considered for the proposal.  

 Outreach for Playwriting MFA resulted in a number of inquiries and six applications to date for the 
two slots in the program.  The applicants were very excited about the program, but concerned about 
the cost.  Developed packaged annual costs for this program to ensure that this small cohort program 
will cover expenses. 

 Collaborated with Enrollment Services to identify screens/tables in Banner for storing key 
information for graduate programs, such as dissertation mentors and readers; began populating those 
tables and developed preliminary reports for teaching credits.   

Follow-up: 
 Finalize the admissions and registration procedures for the nontraditional MIHA programs and 

monitor enrollment trends. 

 Complete negotiations to draft the MOU between AECOM and Fordham governing the joint degree.  
Submit proposal for joint Einstein-Fordham MS in Biomedical Sciences to NY State.  Launch 
program to enroll fall 2013 cohort. 

 Explore MFA collaboration with the London Dramatic Academy at Fordham London and implement 
MIHA offerings at Pretoria. 

 Complete marketing analysis for proposed Advanced Certificate in Public Opinion and Survey 
Research and submit to state if appropriate. 

 Complete data entry of dissertation and thesis credits, finalize teaching credit reports, and work with 
Dean of Arts and Sciences Faculty to monitor use of teaching credits/research accounts.  

Admission and Enrollment  
Actions: 
 Monitored targets for quality and number of incoming students.  

 Monitored enrollments in new programs and evaluated markets and marketing possibilities for all 
programs that are not reaching target enrollments.   

 Developed profiles of applicants in selected programs to inform media plan. 

 Collaborated with remaining GSAS departments/programs to update content on department/program 
websites. 

Results:   
 Demonstrated continued quality of incoming students as evidenced by the selectivity, yield, GPAs, 

and GREs of the fall 2011 cohort (See Table 1). 

o Application numbers continued to be strong, allowing GSAS programs to be selective in their 
admissions.  For fall 2011 overall PhD selectivity stayed solid at 13%, and four PhD programs 
met the selectivity target of 20% (Clinical Psychology, English, Philosophy, and Theology). Five 
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master’s programs met the selectivity target of 50% (Biological Sciences, Economics, Ethics and 
Society, IPED, and Sociology).  (See Appendix A:  Selectivity and Yield for statistics by 
program.) 

o GSAS saw a slight increase of 2% from 2010 to 2011 in applications from international students, 
and that trend continues in 2012.  Fulbright scholars made up 3% of the 2011 and 2012 
international applicant pools. 

o This year saw the introduction of the revised GRE tests.  Based on the new scores, GSAS PhD 
matriculants had median scores at the 90th percentile for verbal and 67th percentile for 
quantitative scores.   

o The overall yield of 48% from offers of PhD admission came close to meeting the 50% target; six 
programs met the 50% target.  Responses from applicants who turned down admission offers 
indicated that Fordham’s student health insurance program is not on par with those of its aspirant 
or even its peer schools. 

o Two new MA programs, Ethics and Society and Urban Studies, achieved very high yields from 
their offers of admission:  88% and 74% respectively. 

o Received 83 applications for spring 2012 matriculation, offered admission to 70 applicants, and 
51 students matriculated, mostly in the MIHA program. 

 
 

Table 1  
Fall 2011, Fall 2012 Entering Cohort Profile 

 

 Applicants Admitted Selectivity
Matrics/ 
Deposits Yield 

FA 
Yield* 

     PhD:    2011F 1082 142 13% 68 48% 66% 
                2012F 1131 126 11% 63 50% 51% 

MA/MS:   2011F 873 491 56% 189 38% 35% 
                2012F 860 392 46% 98 25% 53% 

 
*FA Yield is for initial offers only, not for students moved from the financial aid waiting list. 
 

 Median  Median GRE Scores
  GPA  Verbal Quantitative Analytical Writing

     PhD:    2011F 3.67  640* 690* 4.5 
                2012F 3.66  162 154 4.5 

MA/MS:   2011F 3.5  580* 670* 4.5 
                2012F 3.54  157 153 4 

 *New scale (130-170) score equivalents: 
 Verbal:  640  162;  580  158 
 Quantitative:  690  154;  670  153. 

 
Note:  Data for Fall 2012 applications current as of June 7, 2012. 
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o Fall 2012 cohort profile looks promising, with the PhD GRE percentiles staying firm at 90th 
percentile for verbal and 67th percentile for quantitative scores.  Both PhD and master’s 
selectivity are the strongest in several years.  GSAS increased the potential applicant pool for 
current GSAS early admission programs this year by expanding the list of eligible undergraduate 
majors, including some from Gabelli School of Business. 

 Number of registered credits in academic year 2011-2012 remained strong, with the number of 
registered credits exceeding the budgeted amounts by 6.6%.  (See Appendix B:  Enrollment and 
Credit Hours for breakdown by program and degrees.) 

o Overall, the recently approved master’s programs showed a 36% increase in the number of 
students and a 23% increase in the number of credits.  The credit growth was most notable in 
Latin American and Latino Studies (up 66%) and Urban Studies (up 57%).  Two recently 
approved programs, the MS in Applied Psychological Methods and the MA in International 
Humanitarian Action, generated a total of 85 credits, even though they were not marketed until 
this year.   

o Enrollment in PhD programs has been fundamentally stable for the last three years, with some 
variations among programs.  For example, Biology had a 49% increase in registered credits. 

 The 2012 marketing campaign was concentrated on two MA programs, Elections and Campaign 
Management (ECM) and Public Communications (PCOM) because analysis of the last three years of 
enrollment data  revealed a gap between target and actual enrollments in these programs. 

o Three years of data for ECM and PCOM showed that the applicants for these programs are 
between 22 and 27, their predominant geographical location is the northeast, and the majority are 
not entering straight from undergraduate study.  ECM applicants are predominately male and 
majored in political science as undergraduates.  The majority of PCOM applicants majored in 
communication/media with a smaller group majoring in English/journalism. 

o This applicant profile informed the media plans for ECM, developed in consultation with Furman 
Roth.  The new ECM web page went live in February 2012 to anchor the marketing plan, which 
involves print and electronic advertising. 

o Work on a marketing plan for PCOM was tabled until 2012-2013, so that results of the 
departmental program review currently being concluded can be utilized.  

 A landing page was created for the MFA in Playwriting homepage in order to provide links to 
program information.  It went live in February 2012. 

 Graduate assistants are working to update content, improve organization, and streamline navigation 
for departmental websites. 

Follow up:  
 Develop procedures to monitor percentage of applicants from undergraduate institutions in top 50 

universities and colleges. 

 Develop criteria for determining critical mass of current programs (faculty resources and need for 
degree recipients in the market), review targets for size of entering cohort, and determine which 
graduate degree programs and certificates in arts and sciences are likely to obtain critical mass.  
Develop multi-year marketing plan to reach critical mass in each of these programs.  Consider 
changes in program niche or closure of programs when achieving critical mass is not likely. 
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 Monitor early admission application volume (both number and proportion of total master’s 
applications) and second year retention rates. 

 Analyze communications with international students to improve information on web and in emails. 

 Create a marketing plan for PCOM using information from program review.  

 Move updated department website content into the newly designed website templates. 

Assessment and Program Improvement 
Actions: 
 Completed the Arts and Sciences program review process for the graduate programs in Biology, 

Communications and LALSI. 

 Overhauled graduate program review requirements and provided expanded datasets for reviews in 
History and IPED. 

 Focused assessment within programs on making program goals visible and relating them to expected 
learning objectives. 

 Disseminated GSAS model of assessment to alumni and professional groups.  

Results:   
 Program reviews, particularly site visits in Biology, Communications and LALSI, encouraged 

curricular modifications in response to assessment. 

 Self studies are in progress in History and IPED; to date no feedback on new requirements and 
datasets has been received.  

 Program assessment continued by following up on last year’s efforts.  32 out of 43 programs (75%) 
submitted some form of assessment report or plan.  This was done largely independently of GSAS 
contributions. 

 Presented Fordham GSAS assessment process to GSAS Advisory Board, Council of Graduate 
Schools (CGS) and AJCU Graduate Deans meeting, reaching 100 individuals in the national 
presentations.  Presentations on the model to occur during 2012-2013 were invited by CCS and 
submitted to and accepted by Middle States Commission on Higher Education (MSCHE). 

Follow-up: 
 Support curricular changes in response to program reviews and complete the process for History and 

IPED.  Seek feedback on utility of datasets before finalizing for programs embarking on self study 
next year.    

 Return to next step in charge to University Task Force on Research Competitiveness by encouraging 
departments to develop discipline appropriate metrics of scholarly activity for benchmarking with 
aspirants and year-to-year comparisons.  

 Re-start the process for identifying the characteristics of outstanding dissertations and extend the 
process to master's theses and capstone papers.  Expand GSAS assessment plans to include an 
analysis of 1) the impact of the initiatives to fully fund doctoral programs and 2) the outcomes of 
pedagogy programs (expansion of the writing pedagogy program and the Jesuit Pedagogy Seminar). 

 Continue to support departments in their efforts to complete assessment cycles and continue to 
develop new assessment projects. 
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 Overhaul PhD exit interviews such that data collected will feed into assessment of graduate 
programs and the GSAS. 

 Institute pilot program for alumni tracking, focusing particularly on career outcomes for master's and 
certificate students, to allow reporting and monitoring of careers for all levels of students.  Gather 
information about use in current career of knowledge and skills learned in degree program. 

 Establish GSAS assessment program as national model for graduate education; continue to present 
assessment work at professional meetings (such as CGS and MSCHE). 

Goal 2:  Cultivate the academic and professional development of students. 

Supports: 
Toward 2016, Supporting Initiative II:  Promote excellence in graduate education. 

Financial support for students  
Actions: 
 Distributed merit-based financial aid of $8.2 million in stipends, fellowships and supplements and 

$7.4 million in tuition scholarships to GSAS students.  

 Increased financial aid, partially by increasing summer support, to move toward parity with 
competitors in New York City.   

 Connected with Student Affairs, Government Relations, and Treasury Operations to provide GSAS 
input during selection of vendor for student health insurance. 

 Explored other types of financial support for students, such as the hourly teaching assistants 

provided by English for the Ground Floor project of Gabelli School of Business. 

Results: 
 54% of matriculated GSAS received some type of merit-based financial aid award (See Appendix C: 

Financial Aid for breakdown by program). 

o Increases in aid were targeted to English, Philosophy and Theology to support full funding of the 
doctoral programs, to English, Biology and Psychology to support increased undergraduate 
instructional needs, and to IPED for summer support.  

o $4.7 million in stipends directly supported undergraduate education, particularly in the core in 
Fordham College at Rose Hill (FCRH).  This support includes both course/laboratory instruction 
by teaching fellows and teaching associates and associated responsibilities (such as tutoring) 
performed by graduate assistants. 

o The tuition discount was 52.2%, with tuition scholarship primarily supporting students with 
stipends for teaching and graduate assistantship duties.  External funding was matched with 
tuition scholarships.  External Research funding provided approximately $300,000 in stipends 
and $100,000 in partial tuition scholarships to 17 students, primarily in Psychology.  The 23 
students who received Fulbright, Muskie, or Coverdell (Peace Corps) Fellowships to study at 
Fordham also received matching tuition scholarships from GSAS, totaling more than $500,000. 

 For summer 2012, summer stipends were granted to 38 students, a 138% increase over summer of 
2011.  This increase was primarily the result of the new McCloskey Fellowships to 15 students.  
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This award, honoring Fordham’s first president, was created by the Graduate Student Association 
(GSA), which also challenged alumni to match their contributions.  Overall summer support 
increased over the previous year by almost 45%. 

 Student health insurance costs surged 23% this year and will continue to increase next year as a 
result of new federal mandates and expanded coverage suggested by the American College Health 
Association.   

o In the current year, GSAS awarded approximately $250,000 in health insurance financial aid to 
subsidize the participation of students receiving financial aid stipends in Fordham’s student health 
insurance policy.   

o GSAS is committed to maintaining and increasing the level of support for students in need of 
insurance.  Several of Fordham’s direct competitors offer health insurance packages more 
attractive to applicants, and this difference has directly contributed to the loss of top candidates to 
other universities.   

 The English Department and Gabelli established a collaborative process that benefits both by giving 
English graduate students practical training in the teaching of business writing and offering needed 
grading support to Gabelli faculty in the school’s core curriculum.  English graduate students tutored 
Gabelli students enrolled in that school’s “Ground Floor” business concepts and business writing 
course.  These tutors were MA students paid on an hourly basis and worked up to 15 hours/week.  

Follow up 
 Expand summer support program beyond IPED to increase financial aid and continue to move 

toward parity with competitors in New York City. 

 Seek to increase support for students requiring health insurance and research the implications of 
moving from a voluntary program to a waiver program. 

 Collaborate with department chairs to assess the potential for additional hourly positions for MA 
students.  

 Create guidelines or handbook for graduate assistants and their supervisors, with the goal of 
providing information about the scope and function of these positions.  Clarify expectations for 
Writing Center GA’s in particular. 

 Develop guidelines for teaching fellows across disciplines.  

 Collaborate with the Center for Teaching Excellence, the Center for Ethics Education, and 
departments to develop a training program for teaching fellows across disciplines, potentially 
culminating in a graduate teaching certificate.  

 Evaluate, improve and possibly expand the Ground Floor project in consultation with Gabelli. 

Professional Development Activities  
Actions: 
 Expanded the series of professional development workshops, in part by working with Career 

Services to develop appropriate programs to enhance the competitiveness of graduate students (both 
master’s and PhD) for available jobs. 

 Supported student-run conferences in English, History/Urban Studies, and Philosophy. 
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 Expanded NGO partnership program with gift from Santander Universities (discussed under Goal 5).  

 Promoted GSAS social media presence (Facebook, blog and Twitter) and used these networking 
tools to highlight student achievements. 

Results:   
 Offered 14 professional development workshops with a total attendance of over 300 students.  Six of 

the workshops were led by Career Services and brought 65 participants.  The workshops focused on 
improving students' skills in areas such as How to Network, Translating an Academic CV into a 
Professional Resume, and The Art of Interviewing. 

 Five student-run conferences funded by GSAS resulted in student attendance totaling over 300.   
These conferences included "Cities in History" (History Graduate Student Association), “Red Star 
Line: An International Conference” (Philosophy and University of Antwerp), “The Art of Outrage: 
Poetics, Politics, Polarization” (Graduate English Association), The Fordham Philosophical Society 
Fall Symposium, and "The Truth of Ethics Conference" (Philosophy Graduate Student Association). 

 Thanks to a grant from Santander Universities, three students, two from IPED and one from 
Economics, will intern this summer with the NGO Free Cities Institute (FCI) in Guatemala.  This 
NGO partnership program is an expansion of a program begun with BRAC, the world’s largest 
NGO, last year.  FCI, which is part of Universidad Francisco Marroquín, works to promote, develop 
and support free city projects around the world.  Free cities are autonomous (or quasi-autonomous) 
city-scale regions within existing sovereign nations that have distinct, higher quality legal systems 
and governance.  The three Fordham students will design and develop content for the Free Cities 
English language website. 

 GSAS home web page was redesigned with revolving pictures and information showcasing faculty 
and students with external awards, publications, and presentations.  

 Monitoring of Facebook Insights over the past year has shown an increase in followers as well as 
spikes occurring in connection with the posting of GSAS event pictures. 

Follow up 
 Support the student-run Fordham Digital Humanities Initiatives Working Group in "Developing an 

Online Professional Academic Presence Symposium" in early November 2012. 

 Amplify the promotion of GSAS events through monitoring of GSAS and departmental websites, 
and use the information obtained to guide active use of social media.  For example, spikes in 
Facebook activity that occur when pictures are posted highlight the importance of obtaining pictures 
from all events and of posting them in a timely manner.  Encourage students on Facebook to link to 
the pictures and tag them.   

 Collaborate with departments on award amounts for students requesting Research Support.  
Publicize the objective of the program, that is, to support excellence in graduate research, and 
provide departments with information used in the assessment model, such as total amounts of 
reimbursements and percentage of students fulfilling obligations from past awards.  
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Goal 3:  Actualize the potential for success inherent in external partnerships. 
 

Supports: 
Toward 2016, Transforming Initiative V:  Create new partnerships. 
Supporting Initiative II:  Promote excellence in graduate education. 

Actions: 

 Prepared materials supporting development of Bronx Science Consortium expanding on bilateral 
work with partners of consortium. 

 Enriched and increased scope of ongoing bilateral collaborative efforts with members of science 
partner institutions.  

 Enlarged partnership with Spanish Jesuit universities to include activities in ethics.    

 Explored options for enlarging exchange program with University of Pretoria and secured funding to 
support initial expansion.  

 Resumed exchange with the University of Ghent (Belgium). 

 Supported Kundiman's Asian American poetry events. 

 Worked with SUNY Stony Brook School of Journalism and faculty in theatre program to develop 
programs at Fordham to improve skills to communicate science and scholarship. 

Results:   
 GSAS provided Provost's Office with background materials documenting accomplishments with 

New York Botanical Gardens (NYBG), Wildlife Conversation Society (WCS), and Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine (AECOM) to shape Fordham’s approach to the Bronx Science Consortium.  
The consortium, launched in May, expands the partnerships with the above institutions and adds 
Montefiore Medical Center.   

o Apprised and updated the Provost’s office of completed and ongoing activities with partner 
institutions. Documented outcomes of collaborations, acknowledged relationships and 
communications/history among individuals at these institutions. 

o White paper prepared by GSAS Associate Dean synthesized the activity to date with knowledge 
of potential collaborations to develop a vision and suggest additional initiatives for consortium. 

o Together with members of partner institutions, developed list of resources needed to be provided 
by Fordham for joint mentoring of students to be successful. 

 GSAS initiated much of the work to date with partner NYC sciences institutions.   

o A notable example of collaboration likely to expand to include multiple partner institutions is the 
Smart-phone project of Dr. Gary Weiss (Department of Computer & Information Sciences), 
which already involves WCS, with NYBG expressing interest.   

o Offered two joint lectures in new Urban Ecology and Sustainability series at Central Park Zoo 
(part of WCS) involving Fordham faculty and Central Park Zoo staff. Central Park Zoo hired 
Fordham Biology PhD student to direct Urban Ecology Education Program.   

o Two graduate students are pursuing their PhDs while being jointly mentored by NYBG and 
Fordham scientists; joint admissions process with NYBG and Fordham continues.  One graduate 
student is jointly mentored by scientists at WCS and Fordham, and two PhD students are being 
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co-mentored and two masters students have been jointly mentored both by scientists at American 
Museum of Natural History and Fordham.  

o Eighteen faculty and administrators contributed to the Fordham Einstein symposium to identify 
research opportunities available to students. Twenty-two students also participated, and one 
immediate outcome was recruitment of students into faculty labs as a result of the event.  

 In fall 2011, the Spanish Ministry backed by an International Committee of Experts gave the 
“Aristos Mundos” collaboration among the Spanish Jesuit Universities, Fordham, Boston College, 
and Georgetown the designation of International Campus of Excellence.  The primary focus of the 
Aristo Mundos project is research collaboration in five areas, including ethics: 

o  In summer 2011 Deusto University provided the financial support for a Deusto faculty member 
to join in the HIV Research Ethics Training Workshop funded under a grant to Dr. Celia Fisher 
(Center for Ethics Education and Department of Psychology).   

o In addition Dr. Fisher will be contributing to a book being published by the Bioethics Center at 
Comillas University in Madrid.  

 Discussion among GSAS faculty and colleagues at the University of Pretoria (UP) has identified 
several opportunities for expansion of the partnership, and three of them are being realized: 

o Excited by a talk given at UP by FCRH Dean Michael Latham, a UP student completed the 
coursework for his postgraduate degree in Fordham’s History Department during fall 2011.  
Opportunities for exchange of course work in both directions have been identified in English. 

o A portion of the grant from Santander Universities (see Goal 5) is supporting the summer 2012 
participation of a researcher from UP in the HIV Research Ethics Training Workshop.   A 
graduate of the MA in Ethics and Society has been accepted into the UP doctoral program in 
Dogma and Christian Ethics. 

o GSAS worked with Foundation Relations and the Center for Contextual Ministry at UP to secure 
funding from the F.I.S.H. Foundation that will support exchange activities between the UP 
Faculty of Theology and Fordham’s Department of Theology. 

 A member of the Fordham English Department taught at Ghent in spring 2012, and a faculty 
member from Ghent is teaching at Fordham in summer 2012. 

 Kundiman events co-sponsored by GSAS contributed to the visibility of Fordham’s Creative Writing 
Program and the M.A. with Creative Writing concentration, as well as to the strength of Fordham’s 
interdisciplinary offerings on Asian American cultural and literary production.  

o The “Kundiman Retreat” hosted 35 emerging and established Asian American poets from across 
the country, and conducted workshops, mentoring sessions, and poetry clinics.  

o “Together We Are New York: Asian Americans Remember and Re-Vision 9/11” presented the 
often unheard voices of Asian American community members who were affected by 9/11.  

o “Pier: A Book Launch” brought to the public eye Janine Oshiro, the very first winner of the 
Kundiman Prize, which is sponsored by Kundiman and Alice James Books. This landmark prize 
represents the only national book poetry prize dedicated to Asian American writers.  

o “Kindred: A Creative Writing Workshop for Fordham Students” utilized generative, freewriting 
exercises as part of a four-part workshop series about the crafting of a unique and powerful 
literary voice. 
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 Piloted Communicating Scholarship with 3-hour workshop for undergraduate interns at Calder 
Center in summer 2011.  Because of positive results, expanded offerings:  

o Offered two workshops in conjunction with SUNY Stony Brook School of Journalism to GSAS 
students;  

o Contracted with School of Journalism to lead workshops at GSAS orientation August, 2012. 

Follow-up: 
 Clarify role of GSAS Associate Dean in efforts to establish the Bronx Science Consortium as a key 

strategic effort for science at Fordham.   

 Create a model for tuition to be charged to full-time employees of Bronx Science Consortium 
member institutions who wish to pursue graduate degrees. 

 Continue and expand key activities with science partners, such as the Conservation Conversations, 
Fordham Einstein symposium, and Urban Ecology and Sustainability series. 

 Acquaint the Office of Sponsored Programs with the MOU with the Aristos Mundos to emphasize 
focus on research.  

 Develop mechanisms to realize opportunities for exchange of postgraduate students with UP and to 
prepare interested GSAS doctoral students for UP post-doctoral research fellowships. 

 Assist English department in identifying faculty suitable for Ghent exchange and in refining 
expectations for Ghent faculty hosted by Fordham. 

 Review financial details of and outcomes associated with partnership with Kundiman to move it 
toward self-sufficiency. 

 Form new partnership with SUNY Stony Brook School of Journalism to develop more cohesive 
program in Communicating Scholarship. Utilize expertise of Fordham’s theatre program and offer 
assessment and evaluation of their program. Negotiate fair price for affiliation based on net of 
resources offered and those gained. 

Goal 4:  Develop productive collaborations with other Fordham schools, 
centers, and institutes. 
 
Supports:  
Toward 2016, Transforming Initiative V: Promote activities that bear our mission’s stamp, increase our 

visibility regionally and nationally.  
Supporting Initiative II:  Promote excellence in graduate education. 
Supporting Initiative III:  Promote existing and create new programs that clearly reflect our mission and 

identity. 

Actions: 
 Provided funding for position of Director of Bronx Center for Community-Engaged Research and 

worked collaboratively to set priorities for its development and launch.  

 Shaped a vision for the Calder Center.  

 Reinforced network of female scientists and students. 
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 Initiated process of review of budget issues and initiatives by the GSAS Deans Budget Planning 
Committee (DBPC) and the Arts and Sciences Budget Planning Committee.  Submitted and received 
approval for key initiatives.  

 Collaborated with the new Executive Director for Academic Planning and Budgets, focusing on key 
issues, such as resolving the association between increasing enrollment/revenue and increasing 
deficit under the school-based budget model, and capturing revenue from new programs to fund 
initiatives.   

Results:   
 Under a commitment of funding through June 2014 from the GSAS Annual Fund, the Provost 

authorized the hiring of a director for Center for Community-Engaged Research (CCER) and 
provided partial funding for the spring 2012 costs.  GSAS faculty from a variety of departments and 
the GSAS Associate Dean participated in steering committee deliberations and collectively identified 
a mission and vision for the Center.  (Note: Separate annual report for CCER was submitted through 
Office of Research.) 

 Under the leadership of Br. James Ligori, an ad hoc group of scientists and students produced a 
business plan for Calder Center and suggestions for the future of Calder to capitalize on newly 
available resources (e.g., from facilities) and the proximity to Fordham Westchester.   

o The plan involves the renovation of existing facilities and the construction of additional 
laboratories to increase the opportunities for involvement of students from Fordham College of 
Rose Hill (FCRH) and Fordham School of Professional and Continuing Studies (FSPCS), the 
professional development of graduate students, and the quality of faculty research.  

o Calder Director and GSAS Associate Dean presented the vision to 32 Development and 
University Relations (DAUR) managers as well as members of the Provost's office and facilities.   

o GSAS Associate Dean was appointed chair-designate of newly created planning committee. 

 Held three meetings for newer female faculty in sciences and social sciences. One meeting was to 
introduce faculty to the new Director of the Clare Boothe Luce program, another was a typical Luce 
Lunch featuring a Fordham faculty research talk, and the third was a larger event featuring the work 
of Dr. Joy Reidenberg who spoke to undergraduates, graduates and faculty. A smaller group was 
invited to the lunch after the talk. Both the talk and lunch were recruiting events for Clare Boothe 
Luce Scholars and Fellows. 

 GSAS DBPC urged the review of allocation of revenue and expenses associated with the 
undergraduate teaching of GSAS students under school based budget model and suggested two 
models, one allocating a portion of the revenue from undergraduate courses taught by GSAS 
students to GSAS and the second partially allocating tuition scholarships for GSAS students 
involved in instructional duties to the undergraduate colleges.  GSAS Dean presented both models to 
the decanal task force reviewing allocations under SBB. The task force recommended the second 
approach, and this recommendation was accepted by the President. 

 The DBPC reviewed the budget initiatives submitted to GSAS by programs and provided feedback 
to the Dean, which guided GSAS ranking of the initiatives under the process established by the 
Provost.  The outcomes of this process had a favorable impact on several initiatives: 
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o Three GSAS initiatives, namely the upgrades of both the IPED administrative assistant and 
Center for Medieval Studies Assistant Director and the transfer of expenses for the Calder 
Assistant Director from the GSAS and FCRH Annual Funds to operating budgets, were 
approved for full funding support.  

o The request for programmatic support and operational funding for the Center for Ethics 
Education and the MA in Ethics and Society was approved for funding using the additional 
revenue to be generated by the activities of the initiative. 

o The tie between revenue and funding is an exciting development as it allows GSAS to think 
entrepreneurially about new program development.  The process to approve such programs has 
been clarified and is being applied to three other initiatives submitted last fall: the Center for 
Community Engaged Research, the Psychological Services Center, and the New York Institute 
for Medieval Philosophy (NYIMP) The first two have streams of revenue that are new to 
Fordham, so work on those initiatives is proceeding.  As yet, adequate funding that is new to 
Fordham (i.e., not taking from a current source) has not been identified for the NYIMP 

 Working with the Executive Director for Academic Planning and Budgets, the new Budget and 
Planning Administrator examined the application of the school based budget model to new programs 
to refine the process for new program approval. 

o Initiatives for new revenue, particularly new degree programs, have resulted in an increased net 
deficit under the allocations of the school based budget process.  The Budget and Planning 
Administrator is examining the factors in this perverse relationship to create a model to guide 
development of new programs.   

o From departmental and program annual reports, identified and secured funding for eight 
unfunded budget requests suitable for mid-year supplemental funding.  The projects included 
furniture for the Philosophy Department offices and the annual IPED trip to Washington DC.  

o The change in the allocation of tuition scholarship costs under school based budgeting is 
requiring a change in the way the cost of these scholarships are recorded.  Alternate methods of 
capturing that cost are being explored. 

o Collaborating with the Provost’s office, produced models to guide the development of new 
programs for both degree/certificate programs and noncredit activities, such as workshops.  

Follow-up: 
 Finalize relationship of CCER with proposed clinic for psychological services and finalize proposal 

for clinic. 

 Work with Calder Director and newly appointed planning committee on pursuing opportunities for 
funding identified by DAUR meeting at Calder. 

 Build new opportunities for Clare Boothe Luce scholars and fellows on campus and off. 

 Implement the new budget models with DBPC, departmental chairs, and program directors and use 
their feedback to improve the models. 

o Review the coding of graduate assistants to accurately capture undergraduate teaching 
responsibilities performed by these students. 

o Introduce the new initiative budget model to GSAS chairs and start a discussion to promote an 
understanding of the model and the potential in its application. 
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o Create a budget model for use in the development of programs with external partners. 

o Pursue a conversation regarding the budgeting of laboratory fees and their related expenditures 
in support of specific courses and applications. 

Goal 5:  Expand the resources available to GSAS with a focus on prestigious 
external funding/fellowships and alumni involvement and gifts. 

Supports: 
Toward 2016, Transforming Initiative VII:  Enabling Resources.   
Supporting Initiative II:  Promote excellence in graduate education.  

Actions: 
 Improved visibility of distinguished internal awards to increase number and quality of prestigious 

external awards. 

 Increased competitiveness of research support grants to positively impact student achievements. 

 Rejuvenated alumni participation in the professional development workshops.   

 Strengthened and streamlined outreach to alumni to broaden the GSAS scholarly community. 

Results:   
 GSAS students continued their tradition of outstanding external achievements, with 23% of all 

GSAS students having at least one achievement (fellowships, publication or presentation).  (See 
Appendix D for breakdown of achievements by program and type.) 

 GSAS student received 75 prestigious national and international awards, including 13 in Biological 
Sciences, and 11 each in IPED and English.  

o The awards include the Boren Fellowship to Brazil awarded to Jonathan Clay (IPED), Boren 
Fellowship to Israel awarded to Batya Rotter (Psychology), the Harvard University/Dumbarton 
Oaks Summer Fellowship awarded to Matthew Briel (Theology), and the Fulbright English 
Teaching Award to Thailand awarded to Alexandra DeBlock (Political Science). 

o IPED students were successful at securing a new type of Fulbright, with both Katie Jajtner and 
Emily MacGruder receiving offers of Fulbright Public Policy Fellowships.  

o Five graduate students, all from the English department this year, received awards to attend 
Folger seminars, and the total subsidy that Fordham was granted was $11,220. Out of the 40 
participating schools in the Folger Institute, only two received a higher grant amount. 

 Compared to AY 2010-11, GSAS students saw a 21% increase in publications, and a 45% increase 
in presentations in national/international conferences, supported in part by GSAs program and 
research support grants and GSA travel reimbursement program.  

o GSAS students published 46 papers, chapters, and literary works with English having 12 
publications, and Psychology and Biology each having 10 publications. 

o GSAS students presented 133 papers or posters at national and international conferences.  
English students had 36 presentations, Theology had 30, and Psychology had 22. 

o GSAS offered $29,000 for research support.  GSAS students received 49 travel grants and 11 
dissertation expense grants.   
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o GSA awarded $34,000 in student travel grants to attend and present at national and international 
conferences. 

 Publicized the vision of the GSAS scholarly community through increased, but efficient 
communication to alumni. 

o Announcements of GSAS events were grouped and emailed bi-monthly for easy referral and to 
reduce the quantity of emails that are sent to alumni.  On the basis of comments sent to the Dean, 
alumni responded positively to this new endeavor. 

o GSAS Alumni Newsletter Communitas highlighting faculty, student and alumni achievements, 
was increased in size and reduced to one edition this year.   

o National and international news releases involving GSAS students, faculty and alumni were 
shared with departments to place on their web home page to engage alumni. 

 Two major events involved alumni participation in professional development workshops: 

o  Mr. Joseph Pieroni, GSAS '71, recently retired, past President and CEO of American subsidiary 
of Japanese pharmaceutical company Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. spoke to 85 students about the 
"Globalization of Healthcare: Dynamics of Innovation, Profitability and Social Responsibility."   

o A two day symposium on teaching at Community Colleges, attracted over 100 students to the 
sessions given by Sean A. Fanelli, Ph.D. GSAS '70, President Emeritus, Nassau Community 
College; Larry Altman, Ph.D., FCRH ’72, GSAS ’74 and ’82; Professor, Biological Sciences, 
Naugatuck Valley Community College; Anne Schilling Maganzini, Ph.D.  FCRH ’70, GSAS 
’75, GSAS ’75, Professor of Psychology, Social Science Department,  Bergen Community 
College; Heather Ostman, GSAS '04, Assistant Professor and Assistant Chair, English 
Department, Westchester Community College.   

 Attracted substantial audience for the fall 2011 Gannon Lecture by Ellen Hancock, GSAS ’67 and 
other alumni events: 

o  Panelists for the annual Economics Roundtable included Mary Ann C. Bartels, GSAS '92, T. 

Dessa Glasser, Ph.D., GSAS '83 and '86, Thomas D. Higgins, Ph.D., GSAS '02, and Joseph P. 
Quinlan, GSAS '84.   

o Communitas, the annual GSAS alumni reunion included the spring 2012 Gannon Lecture given 
by Dr. Kamal Azari GSAS ’88, and his mentor, Dr. John Entelis.  

o Seven alumni served as judges for the graduate student research competition held before the 
Annual GSAS Awards Ceremony 

 Secured approval of and launched the Orthodox Christian Studies Center.  This center is already 
supported by more than $2.5 million in gifts and pledges, with endowments for the Archbishop 
Demetrios Chair in Orthodox Theology and Culture and The Solon and Marianna Patterson 
Triennial Conference for the Theological and Historical Examination of the Orthodox/Catholic 

Dialogue. 

 Gifts to GSAS continued to increase: 

o Number of GSAS alumni donors = 1,095 

o Amount of GSAS annual fund raised to date FY12 = $279,464, a 43% increase over this time 
last year. 
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o Amount of total GSAS funds raised to date FY12 = $873,560, a 72% increase over this time last 
year. 

Note:  amounts as of June 18, 2012. 

 Thanks to the involvement of GSAS advisory board member, Alberto Sanchez, Santander 
Universities committed $300,000 over three years to support the participation of international 
students in the programs of the Center for Ethics and Education (particularly the MA in Ethics and 
Society) and to provide funding for summer projects that are interdisciplinary, international and 
target social justice issues.  

 Two members of the GSAS Advisory Board were invited to join the President’s Council:  Mary Ann 
Bartels and Alberto Sanchez.  They join Joseph Quinlan in representing GSAS on the council.  

Follow-up 
 Secure accurate information about the pipeline for external funding and prestigious external awards 

(e.g., outcomes of competitive internal awards targeted at external funding and awards) and use to 
improve the programs. 

 Improve tracking of key information for the research support grants (such as follow-through on 
travel and gaps among amounts requested, amounts awarded and amounts reimbursed) to complete 
assessment of the program. 

 Create quarterly deadlines for submission of student achievements and disseminate in social media 
such as Facebook and in monthly newsletters to encourage this practice by students and alumni. 
Automate system of submission and uploading with the assistance of IT. 

 Develop a process to evaluate the effectiveness of the Communitas newsletter, beyond comments 
from alumni, such as donations or participation in response to articles, and compare to other avenues 
for alumni outreach.  

Section II:  New Goals for 2012-13 
 
Goal:  Looking forward to the GSAS 100th anniversary in 2016, articulate the 

GSAS centennial vision that enables a position of prominence in Jesuit 
graduate education in arts and sciences, places GSAS at the forefront of 
innovations in graduate education in general, and responds proactively to 
broader calls for reforms that will ensure the future vitality of graduate 
education in the US. 

Note:  A restricted version of this goal was proposed for 2011-2012, but received limited attention due to staff 
transitions.  The goal has become a primary tool for the organizational structure and training within GSAS.  

 
Supports:  
Toward 2016, Transforming Initiative V: Promote activities that bear our mission’s stamp, increase our 

visibility regionally and nationally.  
Supporting Initiative II:  Promote excellence in graduate education. 
Supporting Initiative III:  Promote existing and create new programs that clearly reflect our mission and 

identity. 
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Proposed actions: 

The existing set of 5-year goals will guide GSAS until 2016, the 100th anniversary of the school.  
Given the pace of change and the current challenges to graduate education (e.g., the rise in certificate and 
master’s programs, the expansion of for-profit institutions into graduate schools, and the emphasis on 
community colleges as a focus for expansion of higher education), GSAS must create a vision of Jesuit 
graduate education in the arts and sciences for beyond 2016.  In order to assert a position of prominence 
in Jesuit graduate education, GSAS must place itself at the forefront of innovations in graduate education 
in general, and respond proactively to broader calls for reforms that will ensure the future vitality of 
graduate education in the US.  A recent report by the National Research Council (NRC) affirms that “Our 
nation’s research universities . . . are a critical national asset as they provide our nation’s primary source 
of new knowledge and graduates with advanced skills.” The report urges universities to “attract talented 
students by addressing issues such as attrition rates, time-to-degree, funding, and alignment with both 
student career opportunities and national interests.”  Taking advantage of the opportunity for self-
reflection that a centennial naturally affords, GSAS will embark on a process to define the specifically 
Jesuit manner in which such reforms ought to be delineated and implemented at Fordham, ensuring that 
GSAS retains its identity even as it exerts leadership in tertiary education.  The procedure will evolve in 
consultation with the graduate programs and will be informed by data sets, some of which are currently 
being collected as part of assessment projects and new market analyses conducted by GSAS.  This report 
suggests some preliminary steps to be taken in 2012-13 as well as questions to guide GSAS beyond 2016. 

In 2012-13: 
 Systematically engage the GSAS Council in the process of defining and planning how departments 

and programs ought to be involved in creating the GSAS centennial vision in the years from Fall 
2012 to Spring 2015.  

 Study and refine the values that drive research activity and pedagogy within GSAS graduate 
programs, involving faculty members and students, through surveys and focus groups, in thinking 
about what makes their research activity and graduate-level teaching and study at Fordham 
distinctive.  Utilize the results of these surveys and focus groups to articulate the distinctive identity 
of GSAS graduate programs, within the framework of Jesuit higher education.  Work toward the 
goal of publishing the results to celebrate the GSAS centennial and to situate GSAS as a leader in 
Jesuit graduate education.  

 Identify new niche areas in which current GSAS programs can establish better synergies and use the 
combined expertise to develop new programs, particularly in conjunction with partner institutions. 

 Utilize new budget models, developed by the Provost’s office as well as the new GSAS budget and 
planning administrator, in order to identify criteria for new programs and revise the guidelines for 
new program development.  Use these budget models to develop recommendations for the ideal size 
of GSAS in terms of number of programs and students.  Evaluate how the new models for revenue 
generation and capture developed in consultation with the Provost’s office affect GSAS and its 
programs. 

 Provide training and professional development for administrators and staff in the GSAS Dean’s 
Office and in GSAS programs to support the efforts of departments and programs in new areas, such 
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as social media, analysis of web usage, and on-line instruction, and to advance the re-visioning 
process to ensure the successful implementation of the new vision of GSAS. 

The following are questions that GSAS departments and programs might be asked to study in the years 
leading up to the GSAS centennial: 

 What should be the target enrollment for each of your degree and certificate programs?  What is the 
basis for determining this number? 

 How are GSAS programs preparing graduates for the future job market?  What is the role of 
interdisciplinary and international efforts and experiences in this training?  

 How could resources (including administrative and clerical staff) be reallocated to best serve the 
department and your students in achieving high levels of productivity and excellence in their 
scholarship? 

The following are questions that GSAS as a school might undertake in the years leading up to the 
centennial: 

 When A&S departments and programs propose new graduate programs, how should GSAS 
determine which new programs to develop?   

 What areas of graduate study, currently not offered and not being considered, should be examined 
and invested in, because they are vital to Fordham’s mission and identity?  How do the professional 
master’s programs in the arts and sciences complement the University’s efforts to expand 
professional and continuing education (FSPCS)? 

 What types of joint programs will best serve GSAS, its mission and its sustainability, over the 
coming decade?  

 What role can and should GSAS alumni play in the educational and professional development 
offerings of GSAS? 

 How can GSAS best support cross-school initiatives that draw on intellectual capital of GSAS while 
providing revenue to other units?  

Desired results: 

 Departmental visions for graduate education beyond 2016, to provide a basis for planning the size 
and type of faculty needed because they include, for example, the number and enrollment capacity of 
courses, identification of other faculty teaching responsibilities and their scope (e.g., dissertation or 
thesis mentoring), and needed commitments to interdisciplinary or joint programs. 

 Experiments with different modes of delivering instruction to reach additional students and to situate 
GSAS as an innovator for graduate education, particularly in the humanities. 

 Criteria for developing new program offerings to take advantage of new models of revenue 
generation.  

 Improved staff expertise to facilitate departmental planning and implementation of new programs. 
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Section III  
Personnel Activity: 
FACULTY:  Please list all scholarly publications (books, articles, book reviews), presentations at national 
conferences, grants or grant proposals, substantial professional service—offices held in regional or national 
organizations, public/media appearances, consultancies, community service (to the Department, to the University 
community, or on a Faculty Senate Committee)  
 
Faculty Member Position Activity 
Nancy Busch Dean Scholarly Activity: Fisher,C.B., Busch-

Rossnagel, N.A.,. Jopp, D.S. & Brown, J.L 
(2012). Applied developmental science, social 
justice, and socio-political well being.  Applied 
Developmental Science, 16, 1-10. 
     Morgan, G.A., Busch-Rossnagel, N.A., 
Barrett, K.C., and Wang, J.  (2011) “An 
Introduction to the Use and Scoring of the 
Dimensions of Mastery Questionnaire (DMQ): 
With copies of the Parallel English Versions of 
DMQ 17” Available through PsycTESTS. Doi: 
10.1037/t04950-000. 
Professional Development & Service:     Busch, 
N.A.   The Fordham Model.  Presentation as 
part of the premeeting workshop, “Assessment 
and Review of Graduate Programs—Doctoral,” 
Council of Graduate Schools Annual Meeting, 
Phoenix, AZ, December 7, 2011. 
    Busch, N.A. Diversifying Graduate 
Education:  Opportunities and Challenges.  
Presentation to, Chicago, IL, March 9, 2012 
Busch, N.A. Interdisciplinary Initiatives:  
Opportunities and Challenges.  Presentation to 
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, 
Graduate Professional Meeting, Chicago, IL, 
March 9, 2012 
University Service:   Chair, Search Committee 
for GSRRE Dean, Chair, Advisory Board, 
Center for Ethics Education; Chair, Board for 
McGannon Center for Telecommunications; 
Board Member; Lecturer IDHA 37.  

Eva Badowska Associate Dean for 
Academic Programs 

See English Department Annual Report; joined 
GSAS on June 1, 2012. 
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Amy Tuininga Associate Dean for 
Strategic Initiatives, 
Partnerships and 
Assessment 

Professional Development & Service: New 
Deans Institute and Summer Workshop, Council 
of Graduate Schools, Monterey, CA, July 9-13, 
2011; Association of Jesuit Colleges and 
Universities, Graduate Deans Meeting, Chicago, 
IL, March 8-10, 2012 . 
Tuininga, A. R. Building an Assessment 
Culture: Challenges and Opportunities.  
Presentation to Association of Jesuit Colleges 
and Universities, Graduate Deans Meeting, 
Chicago, IL, March 9, 2012 
University Service:   Center for Community-
Engaged Research (CCER) Search Committee; 
CCER Steering Committees; Member, 
Committee on Academic Internationalization; 
Member, Calder Business Plan Task Force; 
Chair, Calder Planning Committee; Non-voting 
Member, Clare Boothe Luce Awards 
Committee; Non-voting member, IPED 
Council; Member, Bronx Science Consortium 
University Committee.  

 

STAFF: Please list accomplishments in the same areas and others that are appropriate to your staff role. 

 
Staff Member Position Activity 
Sheila Brisbane Academic Technology 

Administrator 
Professional Development: HobsonsU Annual 
Conference, July 2011, Presentation: “VIP 
Page: Your Solution for an Effective 
Admissions Lifecycle” 
Education Dynamics: Marketing Graduate 
Programs to Working Adults 

Charlene Dundie Director of Marketing 
and Events Coordinator 

Professional Development: Education 
Dynamics: Marketing Graduate Programs to 
Working Adults; Google Analytics; Get With It!  
How Do I Really Use Social Media?;  Excel 
training 

Nicol Gotsis GSAS Director of 
Student Development 

University Service:  University Health 
Insurance Task Force, International Student 
Task Force 

Vickie Kenny Planning and Budget 
Administrator 

New to Fordham University.  Joined GSAS on 
April 18, 2012. 

John Plutino Database Manager University Service:   University Reporting 
Committee, GAAC Reporting Subcommittee, 
GSAS liaison for Business Intelligence 
Initiatives.  

Bernadette Valentino- 
Morrison 

Director of Admissions Professional Development:  
HobsonsU Annual Conference, July 2011, 
Presentation: “VIP Page: Your Solution for an 
Effective Admissions Lifecycle”. NYGAP 
Summer Meeting, July 2011. NAGAP Annual 
Conference , JGAP-Spring Meeting, April 2012. 
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Section IV 
List administrative staffing needs for 2012-13 resulting from resignations, leaves of absence, etc. (positions already 
budgeted). 
 
Person/Position Cost Justification 
Admission Clerk $20,000 (upgrade from temporary 

position 
Increased number of applications, 
increased responsibilities (such as 
scanning) that used to be covered 
by GAAC staff 

 
 

Section V  
List administrative staffing needs for 2012-13 (request for authorization of new positions). 
 
Position Cost Justification 
None at this time   
 
 

Section VI. 
List extraordinary budget requests anticipated for 2012-13. 

 
 

 
Section VII   
List anticipated capital equipment requests for 2013-14 (costing $3000 or more with a useful life of over two years, 
e.g., microscopes, lawn mowers, Ram Van leases; funding for new or continuing lease agreements; but not personal 
computers). 

 
 

 
Section VIII   
List facilities requests for 2013-14 (include alterations, furnishings, finishes, renovations and improvements. 
Priority will be given to requests that support Toward 2016 and will be prioritized by the Administrators’ 
Conference and Trustees) 
 
 Request Justification 
Included with initiatives  
 
 

Request Cost Justification 
See list of initiatives   

Request Cost Justification 
Included with initiatives   



Selectivity and Yield
2011 Fall and Previous 3-year Averages

APPENDIX:   A

Total 
Applicants

Admitted 
for Degree Selectivity Matrics Yield FA Yield

All Programs 

2011F Doctoral 1082 142 13% 68 48% 66%

2011F Master's 873 491 56% 189 38% 35%

2010F Doctoral 1129 138 12% 66 48% 59%

2010F Master's 950 514 54% 142 28% 62%

2009F Doctoral 1024 131 13% 66 50% 44%

2009F Master's 857 458 53% 197 43% 55%

2008F Doctoral 878 154 18% 74 48% 45%

2008F Master's 826 472 57% 191 40% 44%

doctoral 3-year average 1010 141 14% 69 49% 51%

master's 3 year average 878 481 55% 177 37% 47%

Biological Sciences

2011F Doctoral 45 21 47% 11 52% 53%

2011F Master's 40 11 28% 7 64% 71%

doctoral 3-year average 23 9 39% 4 44% 69%

master's 3 year average 38 25 66% 11 44% 69%

Classical Languages & Literatures

2011F Doctoral 13 12 92% 1 8% 0%

2011F Master's 13 8 62% 2 25% 0%

doctoral 3-year average 13 7 54% 3 43% 50%

master's 3 year average 4 2 50% 0 0% 0%

Computer & Information Science

2011F Master's 44 23 52% 11 48% 60%

master's 3 year average 37 17 46% 8 47% 75%

Economics

2011F Doctoral 70 17 24% 6 35% 67%

2011F Master's 97 45 46% 14 31% 25%

doctoral 3-year average 70 18 26% 8 44% 44%

master's 3 year average 85 40 47% 14 35% 42%

Elections & Campaign Management

2011F Master's 30 21 70% 10 48%

master's 3 year average 34 24 71% 13 54%

English

2011F Doctoral 95 17 18% 10 59% 42%

2011F Master's 117 78 67% 16 21% 50%

doctoral 3-year average 92 16 17% 10 63% 42%

master's 3 year average 122 70 57% 20 29% 38%
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Selectivity and Yield
2011 Fall and Previous 3-year Averages

APPENDIX:   A

Total 
Applicants

Admitted 
for Degree Selectivity Matrics Yield FA Yield

Ethics and Society

2011F Master's 19 8 42% 7 88%

History

2011F Doctoral 45 16 36% 6 38% 50%

2011F Master's 57 38 67% 13 34% 0%

doctoral 3-year average 50 17 34% 6 35% 38%

master's 3 year average 69 44 64% 11 25% 59%

International Political Economy & Development

2011F Master's 182 86 47% 34 40% 62%

master's 3 year average 212 85 40% 30 35% 52%

Latin American and Latino Studies

2011F Master's 9 6 67% 3 50%

master's 3 year average 12 7 58% 4 57%

Medieval Studies

2011F Master's 37 27 73% 15 56% 50%

master's 3 year average 31 21 68% 8 38% 40%

Philosophy

2011F Doctoral 173 14 8% 8 57% 56%

2011F Master's 20 12 60% 3 25%

2011F PHRE Master's 11 11 100% 10 91%

doctoral 3-year average 158 13 8% 8 62% 41%

master's 3 year average 29 14 48% 4 29%

master's 3 year average PHRE 8 8 100% 8 100%

Political Science

2011F Master's 37 19 51% 6 32% 50%

master's 3 year average 32 19 59% 3 16% 50%

Psychology

2011F Applied Developmental 31 8 26% 5 63% 60%

2011F Clinical 505 15 3% 10 67% 55%

2011F Psychometrics 23 7 30% 4 57% 50%

3-year average Applied Dev 28 12 43% 7 58% 76%

3-year average Clinical 482 19 4% 10 53% 55%

3-year average Psychometrics 17 10 59% 5 50% 47%

Public Communications

2011F Master's 79 55 70% 17 31% 60%

master's 3 year average 92 47 51% 16 34% 75%
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Selectivity and Yield
2011 Fall and Previous 3-year Averages

APPENDIX:   A

Total 
Applicants

Admitted 
for Degree Selectivity Matrics Yield FA Yield

2011F Master's 19 8 42% 2 25% 0%

master's 3 year average 25 16 64% 4 25% 86%

Theology

2011F Doctoral 82 15 18% 7 47% 38%

2011F Master's 15 8 53% 1 13% 0%

doctoral 3-year average 56 21 38% 8 38% 35%

master's 3 year average 20 13 65% 3 23% 40%

Urban Studies

2011F Master's 20 19 95% 14 74%

master's 2 year average 11 10 91% 10 100%

Sociology
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GSAS Enrollment and Credit Hour Summary
2007-2008 through 2011-2012 Academic Years

by degree level

APPENDIX:  B

Students Credits Students Credits Students Credits Students Credits Students Credits

All Students

Non-matric 51 367 26 199 47 323 49 380 30 233

Master's 307 4394 312 4472 352 4925 349 5091 336 5116

PhD 434 3776 453 3815 448 3556 408 3559 420 3596

Biological Sciences

MS 18 197 20 228 30 328 23 319 19 208

PhD 17 175 15 177 16 160 24 235 32 351

Biomedical Informatics

ADV CERT 1 6 0 0 1 13

Classical Languages & Literatures

MA 3 36 4 30 1 15 0 0 1 18

PhD 12 61 15 177 16 107 12 102 11 53

Communication & Media Studies

MA 41 589 42 627 41 521 27 424 23 424

Computer & Information Science

MS 16 234 16 243 15 186 11 129 16 279

Conservation Biology

ADV CERT 1 9 5 36 2 15

Economics

MA 21 253 19 253 23 314 17 200 19 334

PhD 54 301 55 347 53 369 36 321 37 319

Elections and Campaign Management

MA 10 168 13 294 24 330 26 429 20 280

English

MA 28 347 35 424 43 567 55 667 42 418

PhD 72 474 78 453 80 346 80 455 81 473

Ethics and Society

MA 3 18 9 129 6 75

History

MA 33 506 35 480 28 415 18 200 19 226

PhD 31 235 37 280 40 235 31 226 38 196

International Humanitarian Action

MA 3 40

International Political Economy & Development

MA 55 933 51 855 54 965 58 943 62 1057

Latin America and Latino Studies

MA 2 62 6 59 8 98

Medieval Studies

MA 11 140 14 146 16 194 14 242 22 341

Philosophy

MA 10 99 5 27 12 135 9 93 6 81

Philosophical Resources MA 18 375 18 298 19 369 20 439 21 471

PhD 65 455 60 349 57 382 54 415 53 447

Political Science

MA 11 127 8 144 10 142 9 153 12 205

Psychology

Psychological Methods MA 3 45

Clinical Psychology PhD 65 925 70 774 68 807 61 793 60 766

Applied Developmental Psychology PhD 29 425 34 503 32 281 27 381 31 347

Psychometrics PhD 18 285 21 328 21 438 19 253 18 241

Sociology & Anthropology

MA 8 138 10 158 6 74 7 94 8 99

PhD 20 109 21 109 16 61 13 20 5 10

Theology

MA 9 81 7 66 11 101 12 147 12 97

PhD 49 328 46 363 49 370 51 376 54 383

Urban Studies
MA 2 49 10 178 20 279

2011-20122010-20112009-20102008-20092007-2008
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GSAS Financial Aid 2011 - 2012
by program and type of aid

Appendix: C

Program
Number of 
Students Amount

Number of 
Students Amount

Number of 
Students Amount

Number of 
Students Amount

Number of 
Students Amount

% of Students 
with any GSAS 
Financial Aid**

BIIN 1 $8,255 90%
BISC 39 $1,104,433 3 $87,000 5 $13,500 47 $836,106 90%
CLAS 2 $41,674 8 $96,000 1 $28,000 4 $8,450 8 $74,780 57%
CONB 2 $14,605 100%
COSC 3 $44,150 2 $8,800 7 $160,850 29%
EACM 3 $43,275 9%
ECON 3 $53,500 23 $457,867 2 $50,800 6 $15,000 30 $461,230 37%
ENGL 13 $236,433 55 $1,157,665 5 $102,900 17 $50,100 71 $731,711 53%
ETHS 1 $21,400 1 $38,100 11%
HIST 13 $191,980 24 $362,850 4 $104,100 2 $8,000 34 $327,421 49%
IPED 16 $256,800 3 $35,895 4 $19,500 39 $924,190 63%
LALS 2 $12,460 25%
MVST 4 $85,600 5 $17,900 9 $190,075 29%
PCOM 2 $46,400 2 $8,000 10 $200,155 33%
PHIL 9 $176,550 30 $640,223 3 $78,800 7 $35,400 44 $628,743 68%
PHRE 20 $111,506 95%
POSC 4 $53,162 1 $3,900 4 $85,220 24%
PSYC 32 $500,264 55 $854,640 3 $48,100 18 $65,300 90 $1,802,251 83%
SOCI 2 $21,400 4 $87,150 1 $4,000 9 $46,451 40%
THEO 42 $818,880 5 $126,900 10 $41,300 50 $595,081 68%
URST 2 $21,400 2 $7,000 4 $71,833 19%
Total 106 $1,750,713 280 $5,579,709 29 $662,495 86 $306,150 485 $7,364,298 54%

** Awarded Fall 2011
*Graduate assistant duties for several departments include teaching responsibilities.  A portion of these stipends were allocated to teaching based on information from departments.

Graduate Assistants* Teaching Fellowships Supplements Tuition
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GSAS Doctoral Student Achievements 2010-2011
by program and type of achievement

APPENDIX:  D

Dept
# of students 
matriculated

# of 
publications 

# of students 
with  

publication 

% of students 
with publication

# of 
presentations 

# of students 
with  

presentation

% of students 
with 

presentation

# of 
prestigious 

external 
awards

# of students 
with 

prestiguous 
external 
awards

% of 
students 

with 
prestigious 

external 
award

total # of 
achievements

total # of 
students with at 

least one 
achievement

% of students 
with at least 

one 
achievement 

BISC 51 10 8 16% 9 9 18% 13 5 10% 32 15 29%
CLAS 12 0 0 0% 6 3 25% 4 3 25% 10 4 33%

ECON 56 0 0 0% 0 0 0% 0 0 0% 0 0 0%
ENGL 123 12 9 7% 36 34 28% 16 11 9% 64 46 37%
HIST 57 6 4 7% 10 9 16% 6 5 9% 22 13 23%
PHIL 59 3 0 0% 16 12 20% 2 2 3% 21 15 25%
PSYC 109 10 8 7% 22 19 17% 8 6 6% 40 30 28%

THEO 66 4 2 3% 30 18 27% 6 6 9% 40 25 38%

Totals from 
All Depts 
(including 
Masters) 

743 46 32 4% 133 109 15% 75 52 7% 254 170 23%

Note:  These numbers are based on student submissions as of June 14, 2012.
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